Task “dislocation awareness”
__________________________
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plastic palm tree
credit card
instant coffee
trailer in the woods
trailer on the beach
van with no seats
piercing sunlight
small white truck w windows down
bus stop
long narrow road
toppled orange highway sign
sudden storm
hot parking lot
UPS where the photocopier is broken
receipt for pawn shop
an awning
a cigarette
smell of wild jasmine
white ibis
green garbage cans
the sound of water
real time weather app
green flickering
cheap android phone
county roads
historical placard
Subway sandwiches
traffic cops
the DMV
lakes

surfboard
hanging moss
night birds
tiny trailer
hibachi grill
Publix
a rock gravel path
Fox News on
cheap rent
rubbery tree
sand in the couch
lizard
landlord
bald eagle
cement
crisp cold beers
insects
the moon
insects
identity theft
wind chimes
lizards
ad for rehab
beach umbrellas
starbucks
wifi
traffic cops
a puddle in sand
scanner vigilantes
cattle
hundreds of sailboats
gas station coffee
smell of lime & wild jasmine
sweet local library
threat of a hurricane

low-riders
guy with no shirt or shoes at the library
buckets
lakes
old refrigerators
upside-down car hanging from a tree
German tourists w scuba gear
air conditioner
a dying microwave
old towels
a dollar store
pineapple tree
empty billboard
swimming pool
western union
pawn shop
flickering TV
bail bonds
fencing
public bus w giant blue cat paw prints
wide sidewalk through tropical overgrowth
old man holding a hose peeking in a window
strip mall tacos
Gators store
old lady approaching a bench
metal water bottle
long gauzy skirt
smell of hibiscus
pet parrot
video surveillance camera
potted plants
red river
giant aloe vera
pink & orange sunset
small bridges

faded curtains
a yard jammed with faded plastic flamingos
abandoned sunglasses in the sand
a blue truck with purple lightning on the sides
10000 lakes from above on google maps
100000 pelicans
American death metal
bikini sales
the landscaper sweating through his eyeliner
children pulled over for driving
manmade ponds

